
NUMBER: Multiplication and Division (NMD - 5 weeks)                                                 SUMMER 2018 – New White Rose 

 North Yorkshire County Council in Collaboration with Archimedes Mathematics Hub      

Unit Overview and Guidance 

 

 The exemplification has been taken from the NCETM Resource Toolkit, with additions in order to ensure full coverage. 

 White Rose planning links (with questions categorised into the three aims of the national curriculum i.e. fluency, problem solving and reasoning) are hyperlinked to each of the objectives. 

 NCETM reasoning questions have been incorporated and are identified in pale purple boxes 

 The ‘big Ideas’ sections from the NCETM ‘Teaching for Mastery’ documents have been included at the start of each unit. Hyperlinks to the full NCETM ‘Teaching for Mastery’ documents have also been 

included for easy reference. 

 Hyperlinks to NRich activities have also been added to this version. These are found by clicking on the blue buttons like this one           at the bottom of relevant objective. 

 Some additional content has been added in order to support mixed-aged planning. Any additional content is in italics and strikethrough has been used to identify when an objective has been altered. 

 Each unit is sub-divided into sections for ease of planning.  Sub-categories in this unit are; 

1. Multiplication and division 

2. Derive and recall x÷ 

3. Checking 

4. Number Types 

5. Solving Problems 

6. Ratio and Proportion (Year 6) 
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The Big Ideas 

It is important for children not just to be able to 
chant their multiplication tables but also to 
understand what the facts in them mean, to be 
able to use these facts to figure out others and 
to use in problems. It is also important for 
children to be able to link facts within the 
tables (e.g. 5× is half of 10×). 

They understand what multiplication means, 
see division as both grouping and sharing, and 
see division as the inverse of multiplication. 

The Big Ideas 

It is important for children not just to be able to 
chant their multiplication tables but to 
understand what the facts in them mean, to be 
able to use these facts to figure out others and 
to use them in problems. 

It is also important for children to be able to 
link facts within the tables (e.g. 5× is half of 
10×). 

They understand what multiplication means 
and see division as both grouping and sharing, 
and to see division as the inverse of 
multiplication. 

The distributive law can be used to partition 
numbers in different ways to create equivalent 
calculations. For example, 4 × 27 = 4 × (25 + 
2) = (4 × 25) + (4 × 2) = 108. 

Looking for equivalent calculations can make 
calculating easier. For example, 98 × 5 is 
equivalent to 98 × 10 ÷ 2 or to (100 × 5) – (2 × 
5). The array model can help show 
equivalences. 

The Big Ideas 

Pupils have a firm understanding of what 
multiplication and division mean and have a 
range of strategies for dealing with large 
numbers, including both mental and standard 
written methods. They see the idea of factors, 
multiples and prime numbers as connected and 
not separate ideas to learn. 

They recognise how to use their skills of 
multiplying and dividing in new problem solving 
situations. 

Fractions and division are connected ideas:  

36 ÷ 18 = 36 = 2; 18 = 1 
                18        36    2 

Factors and multiples are connected ideas:  

48 is a multiple of 6 and 6 is a factor of 48. 

The Big Ideas 

Standard written algorithms use the 
conceptual structures of the mathematics to 
produce efficient methods of calculation. 

Standard written multiplication method 
involves a number of partial products. For 
example, 36 × 24 is made up of four partial 
products 30 × 20, 30 × 4, 6 × 20, 6 × 4. 

There are connections between factors, 
multiples and prime numbers and between 
fractions, division and ratios. 

The Big Ideas (Ratio and Proportion) 

It is important to distinguish between situations 
with an additive change or a multiplicative 
change (which involves ratio). For example, if 
four children have six sandwiches to share and 
two more children join them, although two 
more children have been added, the number of 
sandwiches then needed for everyone to still 
get the same amount is calculated 
multiplicatively. 

Teaching for Mastery Year 3 Teaching for Mastery Year 4 Teaching for Mastery Year 5 Teaching for Mastery Year 6 

1 

https://www.ncetm.org.uk/public/files/23305607/Mastery_Assessment_Y3_High_Res.pdf
https://www.ncetm.org.uk/public/files/23305622/Mastery_Assessment_Y4_Low_Res.pdf
https://www.ncetm.org.uk/public/files/23305628/Mastery_Assessment_Y5_High_Res.pdf
https://www.ncetm.org.uk/public/files/23305649/Mastery_Assessment_Y6_High_Res.pdf
http://nrich.maths.org/5929
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write and calculate mathematical 
statements for multiplication and division 
using the multiplication tables that they 
know, including for two-digit numbers 
times one-digit numbers, using mental  

Multiplication – equal groups 

Comparing statements 

One orange costs nineteen pence. How 
much will three oranges cost? 

Mark drives 19 miles to work every day and 
19 miles back. He does this on Mondays, 
Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays and 
Fridays. How many miles does he travel to 
work and back in one week? 

use place value, known and derived facts to 
multiply and divide mentally, including: 
multiplying by 0 and 1; dividing by 1; 
multiplying together three numbers 

Multiply by 10 

Multiply by 100 

Divide by 10 

Divide by 100 

Multiply by 1 and 0 

Divide by 1 

Efficient multiplication 

Practise mental methods and extend this to 
three-digit numbers to derive facts for example 
200 × 3 = 600 into 600 ÷ 3 = 200. 

Plants are sold in trays of 20. Hannah buys 7 
trays. How many plants does she buy? 

Eggs are sold in trays of 30 eggs. The trays can 
be stacked in six layers. How many eggs are in 
this picture? 

multiply and divide numbers mentally, 
drawing upon known facts 

Rehearse multiplication facts and use these to 
derive division facts, to find factors of two-digit 
numbers and to multiply multiples of 10 and 100, 
e.g. 40 × 50.  

Use and discuss mental strategies for special 
cases of harder types of calculations for example 
to work out 274 + 96,  or   8006 – 2993, 35 × 11, 
72 ÷ 3, 50 × 900.  etc 

Use factors to work out a calculation such as 16 
× 6 by thinking of it as 16 × 2 × 3.  

Record their methods using diagrams (such as 
number lines) or jottings and explain methods to 
each other. Compare alternative methods for the 
same calculation and discuss any merits and 
disadvantages. 

 

perform mental calculations, including with 
mixed operations and large numbers 

Mental calculations  

Reason from known facts 

Division Using Factors 

Use mental strategies to calculate in their 
heads, using jottings and/or diagrams where 
appropriate for example, to calculate 24 × 15, 
they multiply 24 × 10 and then halve this to get 
24 × 5, adding these two results together. 
They record their method as (24 × 10) + (24 × 
5). Alternatively, they work out 24 × 5 = 120 
(half of 24 × 10), then multiply 120 by 3 to get 
360. 

 

use their knowledge of the order of 
operations to carry out calculations 
involving the four operations 

Order of operations 

e.g. 60 – 42 ÷ 6 =  
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write and calculate mathematical 
statements for multiplication and division 
using the multiplication tables that they 
know, including for two-digit numbers 
times one-digit numbers, using mental 
and progressing to formal written 
methods 

Multiply 2-digits by 1-digit (1) 

Multiply 2-digits by 1-digit (2) 

Divide 2-digits by 1-digit (1) 

Divide 2-digits by 1-digit (2) 

Divide 2-digits by 1-digit (3) 

 
 

multiply two-digit and three-digit numbers by 
a one-digit number using formal written 
layout 

Written methods 

Multiply 2 digits by 1 digit 

Multiply 3 digits by 1 digit 

Divide 2 digits by 1 digit (1) 

Divide 2 digits by 1 digit (2) 

Divide 3 digits by 1 digit 

e.g. 68 x 7 and 358 x 9 

 

multiply numbers up to 4 digits by a one- or 
two-digit number using a formal written 
method, including long multiplication for 
two-digit numbers 

Multiply 4-digits by 1-digit 

Multiply 2-digits (area model) 

Multiply 2-digits by 2-digits 

Multiply 3-digits by 2-digits 

Multiply 4-digits by 2-digits 

Move from expanded layouts (such as the grid 
method) towards a compact layout for HTU × U 
and TU × TU calculations.  

Suggest what the approximate answer to be 
before starting a calculation and use this to 
check that the answer sounds sensible. For 
example, 56 × 27 is approximately 60 × 30 = 
1800. 

 

 

multiply multi-digit numbers up to 4 digits 
by a two-digit whole number using the 
formal written method of long 
multiplication 

Multiply 4-digits by 2-digits 

Look at long-multiplication calculations 
containing errors, identify the errors and 
determine how they should be corrected. 

Solve word problems such as: 

Printing charges for a book are 3p per page 
and 75p for the cover. I paid £4.35 to get this 
book printed. How many pages are there in the 
book? Write down the calculations that you 
did. Seeds are £1.45 for a packet. I have £10 
to spend on seeds. What is the greatest 
number of packets I can buy? 

multiply one-digit numbers with up to two 
decimal places by whole numbers 

Multiply decimals by integers 

What is 3.86 multiplied by nine? 2 1 

2 1 

http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_636abe7d8006418ab19f243cf0ac43c8.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_140ce84f6fa84c48ae4a6b8b7ad99a1d.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_e96bb6b4220a47f2a7dda928e88b4f16.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_1a0378fdea694927b3a21d4c2ff39978.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_efb6c004b63b45a49429fda145a9ee20.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_ac8a9b8ec58146fdb8db39d9c8786666.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_573827ddaa63497a805cada4b65230a9.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_8f12e4b353f345f4801d8b21396b437b.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_121ee541ff77468b9fae1a726fbd0c09.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_4d2359903edf43b6adb98c17b52229d8.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_c630bdd700554e9aa05c3cdcd2937880.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_873163a53ffd45f9b2dfa11355044002.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_52cfb9dfcf0b41688a8f0c3b3954676c.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_e5063dc21a404f59a1362beff4eccb01.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_8a9cb32c7b8643b2bac832d86eabc472.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_3779c7973b3242a2bd9c641662c75fd5.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_fb7bbb2c0e074cd388bd1965be26c424.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_691b4e9f0f574c319e4d4c92658fa6bd.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_f20d10db2fca4db6be3f3492f57669b2.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_98ecf09762df4d0f9bd5ea313b052230.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_174ba64d20a942829ee4419eb7732251.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_cb09b6f8921d424e92b57893847d1d12.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_4951629670c24768a656c05a1828e502.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_77ecdbe165b943048d699ab78bd3cd2f.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_9418748b6c4341d8adff0ebaea5e254e.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_739d0943e92e407f955fc534c984feff.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_979eed14c1fa4428a9712df4c414d3a6.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_bc06c3b1cfb2429c8da1b652d8e9b97c.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_fb312858d44e40c095ecd3d07257901c.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_c644c5c507e34072900b97f570defd02.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_b590befe562b4cbc8c1467edd73562d9.pdf
http://nrich.maths.org/1129
http://nrich.maths.org/2004
http://nrich.maths.org/8387
http://nrich.maths.org/6928
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 divide numbers up to 4 digits by a one-digit 

number using the formal written method of 
short division and interpret remainders 
appropriately for the context 

Divide 4-digits by 1-digit 

Divide with remainders 

Extend written methods for division to include 
HTU ÷ U, including calculations with remainders. 
Suggest an approximate answer before starting 
a calculation and use this to check that the 
answer sounds sensible. Increase the efficiency 
of the methods being used for example:  

196 ÷ 6 is approximately 200 ÷ 5 = 40 

32 r4 or 4/6 or 2/3  (as well as using short 
division methods) 

Know that, depending on the context, answers to 
division questions may need to be rounded up or 
rounded down. Explain whether to round up or 
down to answer problems such as: 

- Egg boxes hold 6 eggs. A farmer collects 439 
eggs. How many boxes can he fill? 

- Egg boxes hold 6 eggs. How many boxes must 
a restaurant buy to have 200 eggs? 

 

Divide numbers up to 4 digits by a 2 digit 
whole number using the formal written 
method of long division, and interpret 
remainders as whole number remainders, 
fractions or by rounding as appropriate for 
the context.  

Short division 

Long division (1)  

Long division (2)  

Long division (3)  

Long division (4)  

Every day a machine makes 100 000 paper 
clips, which go into boxes. A full box has 120 
paper clips. How many full boxes can be made 
from 100 000 paper clips? 

Each paper clip is made from 9.2 centimetres 
of wire. What is the greatest number of paper 
clips that can be made from 10 metres of wire?  

A DJ has two different sized storage boxes for 
her CDs. Small boxes hold 15 CDs. Large 
boxes hold 28 CDs. The DJ has 411 CDs. 
How could the DJ pack her CDs? 

use written division methods in cases 
where the answer has up to two decimal 
places 

Divide decimals by integers 

Children should be able to calculate 601 
divided by 36, to two decimal places etc. 
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Use a fact 

20 x 3 = 60. 

Use this fact to work out  

21 x 3 =     22 x 3 = 23 x 3 =     24 x 3 = 

Prove It 

What goes in the missing box? 

x ? ? 

4 80 12 

 

How close can you get? 

□ □ × □ 

Using the digits 2, 3 and 4 in the calculation 
above how close can you get to 100? What 
is the largest product? What is the smallest 
product?  

Use a fact 

63 ÷ 9 = 7 

Use this fact to work out 

126 ÷ 9 =              252 ÷ 7 = 

Prove It 

What goes in the missing box? 

6 □ x 4 = 512 

Prove it. 

How close can you get? 

□ □ □  x  7 

Using the digits 3, 4 and 6 in the calculation 
above how close can you get to 4500? What is 
the largest product? What is the smallest 
product? 

Use a fact 

3 x 75 = 225 

Use this fact to work out 

450 ÷ 6 = 

225 ÷ 0.6 = 

To multiply by 25 you multiply by 100 and then 
divide by 4. Use this strategy to solve 

48 x 25        78 x 25 

4.6 x 25 

Prove It 

What goes in the missing box? 

12 □ 3 ÷ 6 = 212                 12 □ 3 ÷ 7 = 212 

22 □ 3   ÷ 7 = 321 r 6         323 x □ 1 = 13243 

Use a fact  

0.7 x 8 = 5.6. How can you use this fact to 
solve these calculations? 

0.7 x 0.08 =                       0.56 ÷ 8 =  

Prove It 

What goes in the missing box? 

18 □ 4 ÷ 12 = 157;      38 □ 5 ÷ 18 = 212.5 

33 □ 2   ÷ 8 = 421.5;   38 x □ .7 =  178.6 

Can you find? Can you find the smallest 
number that can be added to or subtracted 
from 87.6 to make it exactly divisible by 
8/7/18? 

Which is correct? Which of these number 
sentences is correct? 3 + 6 x 2 =15;  
6 x 5 – 7 x 4 = 92; 8 x 20 ÷ 4 x 3 = 37 

1 

http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_e92af3ddc2874d5a9e4a1d54b0086042.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_82d2c696cebb4abb8e975b2aaeb82051.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_48b4a53590464a3098f8d430963e7a21.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_a9ec9607cfe4496b905b1ae3c5b71ea8.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_8f90510f477240108d2fdcb43dabcc4f.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_549f3a60ca3244f19118caa07b9e9653.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_aafe8d5247f448f18a2aca5355d5cdb1.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_7ff0ef5a4bd040b39b2d566bcf3c4747.pdf
http://nrich.maths.org/10490
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recall and use multiplication and division 
facts for the 3, 4 and 8 multiplication 
tables 

Multiply by 3 

Divide by 3 

The 3 times table 

Multiply by 4 

Divide by 4 

The 4 times table 

Multiply by 8 

Divide by 8 

The 8 times table 

Related facts 

Multiply seven by three; what is four 
multiplied by nine? Etc. 

Circle three numbers that add to make a 
multiple of 4 
 
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

Leila puts 4 seeds in each of her pots. She 
uses 6 pots and has 1 seed left over. How 
many seeds did she start with? 

At Christmas, there are 49 chocolates in a 
tin and Tim shares them between himself 
and 7 other members of the family. How 
many chocolates will each person  

 

recall multiplication and division facts for 
multiplication tables up to 12 × 12 

Multiply and divide by 6 

6 times table and division facts 

Multiply and divide by 9 

9 times table and division facts 

Multiply and divide by 7 

7 times table and division facts 

11 and 12 times table and division facts 

Children should be able to continue to practise 
recalling and using multiplication tables and 
related division facts to aid fluency. 

One orange costs eleven pence, how much will 
three oranges cost? 
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Missing numbers 

24 =           x 
 

Which pairs of numbers could be written in 
the boxes? 

Making links Cards come in packs of 4. 
How many packs do I need to buy to get 32 
cards? 

Missing numbers 

72 =           x  
 

Which pairs of numbers could be written in the 
boxes? 

Making links Eggs are bought in boxes of 12. I 
need 140 eggs; how many boxes will I need to 
buy? 

Making links  4 × 6 = 24 

How does this fact help you to solve these 
calculations? 

40 x 6 =                   20 x 6 =           24 x 6 = 

Missing numbers 

6 x 0.9  =             x 0.03 
6 x 0.04 =  0.008 x  
 

Which numbers could be written in the boxes? 

Making links Apples weigh about 170 g each. 
How many apples would you expect to get in a 2 
kg bag? 

Missing numbers 

2.4 ÷ 0.3 =            x 1.25 
 
Which number could be written in the box? 

9 7 8 6 4 5 3 1 2 1 2 

http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_d588ababe5a6410c89c1f4df7ccae748.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_fafc26b1b1de4b6dad728632d7a4c6a7.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_e8548dfc385846c1a507ecaed86bd67f.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_75ca6d1be067402f81fb2ff506d5242e.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_40e3f8a1d4a5479a8672c57137335b73.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_fab12b20cad24c75a08c59e81a39397e.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_daa6b459d7774cf1af396e84b723c231.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_99a6c133edfd4fdbbe6f917b89e5686d.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_a43ce01356634f8ebaa51b6a4a2d3eb9.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_a6f3185e3b434772a9d9841673c79802.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_c980dc745964464ca5423ef223dd246a.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_5ddae104a9dc4ece89200bb420f1e6af.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_e757aad6dbbe4b0f93b8df965a1503d3.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_391702d769654284bd73f101d3e5b781.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_f1be7d288731406782e26de16c89319c.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_79048ae831b84e569608b673ecbc71be.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_8ee4227588d74c41aac9cfdac9ae947f.pdf
http://nrich.maths.org/6924
http://nrich.maths.org/1005
https://nrich.maths.org/6863
http://nrich.maths.org/5429
http://nrich.maths.org/2726
http://nrich.maths.org/7035
http://nrich.maths.org/8308
http://nrich.maths.org/5573
http://nrich.maths.org/5714
http://nrich.maths.org/5483
http://nrich.maths.org/8058
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estimate the answer to a calculation and 
use inverse operations to check answers 

Matthew sys if he has 75 sweets shared by 5 

friends, they will each have 17 sweets. Write 

down a multiplication questions that you 

could do to check this? 

 use rounding to check answers to 
calculations and determine, in the context of 
a problem, levels of accuracy 

Use rounding to approximate and check e.g.  

2593 + 6278 must be more than 2500 + 6200 

2403 – 1998 is about 2400 – 2000 

Write approximate answers to calculations, e.g. 
write an approximate answer for 516 ÷ (15 + 36) 

use estimation to check answers to 
calculations and determine, in the context 
of a problem, levels of accuracy 

Children should be able to: 

Give the best approximation to work out  

4.4 × 18.6  

and explain why. Answer questions such as: 
roughly, what answer do you expect to get? 
How did you arrive at that estimate? Do you 
expect your answer to be greater or less than 
your estimate? Why? 
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Use the inverse  

Use the inverse to check if the following 
calculations are correct 

23 x 4 = 82 

117 ÷ 9 = 14 

Size of an answer 

Will the answer to the following calculations 
be greater or less than 80 

23 x 3= 

32 x 3 = 

42 x 3 = 

36 x 2= 

Use the inverse  

Use the inverse to check if the following 
calculations are correct: 

23 x 4 = 92 

117 ÷ 9 = 14 

Size of an answer 

Will the answer to the following calculations be 
greater or less than 300 

152 x 2= 

78 x 3 = 

87 x 3 = 

4 x 74 = 

Use the inverse  

Use the inverse to check if the following 
calculations are correct: 

4321 x 12 = 51852 

507 ÷ 9 = 4563 

Size of an answer 

The product of a two digit and three digit number 
is approximately 6500. What could the numbers 
be? 

Use the inverse  

Use the inverse to check if the following 
calculations are correct: 

2346 x 46 = 332796 

27.74 ÷ 19 = 1.46 

Size of an answer 

The product of a single digit number and a 
number with two decimal places is 21.34 

What could the numbers be? 

1 

http://nrich.maths.org/5633
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(Year 4 objective) Begin to recognise and 
use factor pairs and commutativity in 
mental calculations within the 
multiplication facts that they have learnt 

See Yr 4 for examples 

 

 

 

 

 

recognise and use factor pairs and 
commutativity in mental calculations 

Multiply 3 numbers 

Factor pairs 

Children should be able to write statements 
about the equality of expressions (e.g. use the 
distributive law 39 × 7 = 30 × 7 + 9 × 7 and 
associative law (2 × 3) × 4 = 2 × (3 × 4).  

They combine their knowledge of number facts 
and rules of arithmetic to solve mental and 
written calculations e.g. 2 x 6 x 5 = 10 x 6. 

e.g. Understand and use when appropriate the 
principles (but not the names) of the 
commutative, associative and distributive laws 

as they apply to multiplication:  

Example of commutative law 8 × 15 = 15 × 8 

Example of associative law 6 × 15 = 6 × (5 × 3) 
= (6 × 5) × 3 = 30 × 3 = 90 

Example of distributive law 18 × 5 = (10 + 8) × 5 
= (10 × 5) + (8 × 5) = 50 + 40 = 90 

 

 

identify multiples and factors, including 
finding all factor pairs of a number, and 
common factors of 2 numbers 

Multiples 

Factors 

Common factors 

Use the vocabulary factor, multiple and product.  

Identify all the factors of a given number; for 
example, the factors of 20 are 1, 2, 4, 5, 10 and 
20.  

Answer questions such as:  

 Find some numbers that have a factor of 4 
and a factor of 5. What do you notice? 

 My age is a multiple of 8. Next year my age 
will be a multiple of 7. How old am I? 

 

identify common factors and common 
multiples 

Common factors 

Common multiples 

How can you use factors to multiply 17 by 12? 
Start from a two-digit number with at least six 
factors, e.g. 72. How many different 
multiplication and division facts can you make 
using what you know about 72? What facts 
involving decimals can you derive? 
What if you started with 7.2? What about 0.72? 
use their knowledge of the order of operations 
to carry out calculations involving the four 
operations 

Find answers to calculations such as 5.6 ⬜ = 
0.7 or 3 × 0.6, drawing on their knowledge of 
number facts and understanding of place 
value. They should be able to approximate, 
use inverses and apply tests of divisibility to 
check their results. 
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 recognise and use square numbers and cube 

numbers, and the notation for squared (²) and 
cubed (³) 

Square numbers 

Cube numbers 

Solve problems involving multiplication and 
division, including using their knowledge of 
factors and multiples, squares and cubes 
Use knowledge of multiplication facts to derive 
quickly squares of numbers to 12 × 12 and the 
corresponding squares of multiples of 10. They 
should be able to answer problems such as: 

Tell me how to work out the area of a piece of 
cardboard with dimensions 30 cm by 30 cm 

Find two square numbers that total 45 

  
 

(Year 5 objective)  recognise and use 
square numbers and cube numbers, and 
the notation for squared (²) and cubed (³) 

Square and cube numbers  

Children should know the square numbers up 
to 12 × 12 and derive the corresponding 
squares of multiples of 10, for example 80 × 
80 = 6400. 

e.g. 3
2
 + 10 =  

 

4 1 2 3 

4 5 2 1 3 

http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_3a7a8de698f54f62ac77ef7ffb72bdca.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_121cfec82473426785904ed701fded89.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_cbd9609da6ba47c3a5e652c11cbf8246.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_6d7198dce86947f7bed07da49a969434.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_804d4ceb7f01406b92c60f2be994fa2a.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_83503a5223b64975bd5b5bba5acb4c65.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_b36d2e3717684089b8505d344bc11763.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_6c38ba6d5afd4af2beab47c63b3d9afc.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_4f6f3cb975a64e18b62436f7d0a3991c.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_73f801aef32f4620b7d5c83398b40457.pdf
http://nrich.maths.org/2283
https://nrich.maths.org/5809
http://nrich.maths.org/1151
http://nrich.maths.org/1119
http://nrich.maths.org/5578
http://nrich.maths.org/1138
http://nrich.maths.org/1070
http://nrich.maths.org/6966
http://nrich.maths.org/1066
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 know and use the vocabulary of prime 
numbers, prime factors and composite (non-
prime) numbers 

establish whether a number up to 100 is 
prime and recall prime numbers up to 19 

Prime numbers 

Recognise that numbers with only two factors 
are prime numbers and can apply their 
knowledge of multiples and tests of divisibility to 
identify the prime numbers less than 100.  

Explain that 73 children can only be organised 
as 1 group of 73 or 73 groups of 1, whereas 44 
children could be organised as 1 group of 44, 2 
groups of 22, 4 groups of 11, 11 groups of 4, 22 
groups of 2 or 44 groups of 1.  

Explore the pattern of primes on a 100-square, 
explaining why there will never be a prime 
number in the tenth column and the fourth 
column 

Use the numbers to complete the sentences 
below. You can use a number more than once 

5,  6,  7,  8,  9,  10 

       and        are factors of 20 

       and        are prime numbers 

       and        are multiples of 3 

 

 

identify prime numbers 

Primes 

Write each number in its correct place in the 
diagram 

16    17    18    19 

 
Use the sorting machine below to decide 
where each of the following numbers will go – 

  17,  15,   72 
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True or false? 

All the numbers in the two times table are 
even. 

There are no numbers in the three times 
table that are also in the two times table. 

Always, sometimes, never? 

Is it always, sometimes or never true that an 
even number that is divisible by 3 is also 
divisible by 6. 

Is it always, sometimes or never true that the 
sum of four even numbers is divisible by 4. 

Making links 

How can you use factor pairs to solve this 
calculation? 

13 x 12  (13 x 3 x 4, 13 x 3 x 2 x 2, 13 x 2 x 6) 

Always, sometimes, never? 

Is it always, sometimes or never true that 
multiplying a number always makes it bigger  

Is it always, sometimes or never true that prime 
numbers are odd. 

Is it always, sometimes or never true that 
when you multiply a whole number by 9, the 
sum of its digits is also a multiple of 9 

Is it always, sometimes or never true that a 
square number has an even number of 
factors? 

Always, sometimes, never? 

Is it always, sometimes or never true that 
dividing a whole number by a half makes the 
answer twice as big? 

Is it always, sometimes or never true that 
when you square an even number, the result is 
divisible by 4 

Is it always, sometimes or never true that 
multiples of 7 are 1 more or 1 less than prime 
numbers? 

9 7 8 6 4 5 3 1 2 1 

http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_343a187556704e88a4a3f7130af1504b.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_64a0e245ed51475791e014897e95c9ff.pdf
http://nrich.maths.org/84
http://nrich.maths.org/1134
http://nrich.maths.org/1817
http://nrich.maths.org/1014
http://nrich.maths.org/7468
http://nrich.maths.org/1011
http://nrich.maths.org/5468
http://nrich.maths.org/1150
https://nrich.maths.org/48
http://nrich.maths.org/86
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solve problems, including missing 
number problems, involving 
multiplication and division, including 
positive integer scaling problems and 
correspondence problems in which n 
objects are connected to m objects 

Scaling 

How many ways 

Miss West needs 28 paper cups. She has to 
buy them in packs of 6 

How many packs does she have to buy? 

Tom is laying tiles. He has 84 tiles; how 
many complete rows and columns could he 
make? 

 

Fill in the missing digits in these calculations  

 

 

solve problems involving multiplying and 
adding, including using the distributive law 
to multiply two digit numbers by one digit, 
integer scaling problems and harder 
correspondence problems such as n objects 
are connected to m objects 

Correspondence problems 

Children should be able to solve two-step 
problems in contexts, choosing the appropriate 
operation, working with increasingly harder 
numbers. This should include correspondence 
questions such as the numbers of choices of a 
meal on a menu, or three cakes shared equally 
between 10 children. 

e.g. 185 people go to the school concert. They 

pay £l.35 each. How much ticket money is 

collected?  

Programmes cost 15p each. Selling programmes 
raises £12.30. How many programmes are sold? 

 

solve problems involving multiplication and 
division, including scaling by simple 
fractions and problems involving simple 
rates 

Cream cheese costs £3.60 per kilogram Bobby 
spends 90p on a pot of cream cheese. How 
much cheese does Bobby buy? 

Here are the ingredients for chocolate ice cream

 

Stefan only has 300ml of cream, how much 
chocolate should he use? 

solve problems involving addition, 
subtraction, multiplication and division and a 
combination of these, including 
understanding the meaning of the equals 
sign 

 

 

Solve problems involving multiplication and 

division including using their knowledge of 

factors and multiples, squares and cubes 

solve problems involving multiplication 
and division 

Division to solve problems 
 

solve problems involving the relative sizes 
of two quantities where missing values can 
be found by using integer multiplication 
and division facts 

Introducing the ratio symbol 

Calculating ratio 

Ratio and proportion problems 

Children recognise proportionality in context 
when relations between quantities are in the 
same ratio, such as recipes and similar 
shapes.  

Children consolidate their understanding of 
ratio when comparing quantities, sizes and 
scale drawings by solving a variety of 
problems. They might use notation such as 
a:b to record their work. 

This map has a 
scale of 1 cm to 6 
km. The road from 
Ridlington to 
Carborough 
measured on the 
map is 6.6 cm long.   

What is the length of the road in kilometres? 

Here is a recipe for pasta sauce: -  

Sam makes the pasta sauce using 900 g of 
tomatoes.  

What weight of 
onions should he 
use? What weight of 
mushrooms? 

A recipe for 3 
portions requires 
150 g flour and 120 
g sugar.  

Desi’s solution to a problem says that for 2 
portions he needs 80 g flour and 100 g sugar.  

What might Desi have done wrong? Work out 
the correct answer. 

 

 

 

6 4 5 3 2 1 

4 3 2 1 7 6 5 3 4 2 1 

http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_45b615d722c046efb057a67aa383ea84.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_509b3110176b4aaa8a4aaf528fde41eb.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_59ebb1c7caa14cfdadb1e6879d18d8d2.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_753b75482de045d28041454087e2dd99.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_1460cb8b68bf4c6982f99c3df4160f76.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_e8e494d2d676439fb64513ed8106338d.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_86adfba070ca48ddb5e437b94272b661.pdf
http://nrich.maths.org/1013
https://nrich.maths.org/10424
https://nrich.maths.org/10421
https://nrich.maths.org/10478
http://nrich.maths.org/1081
http://nrich.maths.org/943
http://nrich.maths.org/7218
https://nrich.maths.org/10490
http://nrich.maths.org/2280
http://nrich.maths.org/1155
http://nrich.maths.org/2005
http://nrich.maths.org/5950
http://nrich.maths.org/8315
http://nrich.maths.org/5576
http://nrich.maths.org/7127
https://nrich.maths.org/7185
http://nrich.maths.org/7285
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Purple paint is made by mixing red and blue 
paint 

 

How many tins of red paint are needed to 
make 25 tins of purple? 

Two matchsticks have the same length as 
three bottle tops - 

 

How many bottle tops are same length as 50 
matchsticks? 

solve problems involving similar shapes 
where the scale factor is known or can be 
found 

Using scale factors 

Calculating scale factors 

Solve simple problems involving direct 
proportion by scaling quantities up or down, for 
example:  

Two rulers cost 80 pence. How much do three 
rulers cost? 

Use the vocabulary of ratio and proportion to 
describe the relationships between two 
quantities solving problems such as:  

Two letters have a total weight of 120 grams. 
One letter weighs twice as much as the other. 
Write the weight of the heavier letter. 

The distance from A to B is three times as far 
as from B to C. The distance from A to C is 60 
centimetres. Calculate the distance from A to 
B. 

 

 

 5 1 2 3 4 

http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_3fabb5eac276462ab2d54f3c807e3bca.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_d7fb89291b054543a28458d206db0c02.pdf
http://nrich.maths.org/2420
http://nrich.maths.org/5061
http://nrich.maths.org/1048
http://nrich.maths.org/7407
http://nrich.maths.org/1026
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   What else do you know? 

In a flower bed a gardener plants 3 red bulbs 
for every 4 white bulbs. How many red and 
white bulbs might he plant? 

If she has 100 white bulbs, how many red 
bulbs does she need to buy? 

If she has 75 red bulbs, how many white bulbs 
does she need to buy? 

If she wants to plant 140 bulbs altogether, how 
many of each colour should she buy? 

Do, then explain 

Purple paint is made from read and blue paint 
in the ratio of 3:5. 

To make 40 litres of purple paint how much 
would I need of each colour? Explain your 
thinking. 

Unpicking 

A recipe needs to include three times as much 
apple than peach. The total weight of apples 
and peaches in a recipe is 700 grams. How 
much apple do I need? 

 


